






THIS. is the film and television production studio 

founded by the award-winning documentary 

makers, writers and producers Michael Lawrence 

and Nicholas Cook. The pair met at university 30 

years ago, green as anything, an impish kid and a 

woolly-chested brute, but with a shared vision that 

anything is possible. They quickly became best 

friends, still are today, and developed co-ordinates 

that pointed towards the value of long-term 

relationships. It’s a tribal sort of mentality, success 

built on loyal partnerships, and one that THIS. Film 

Studio shares with M&C Saatchi.

Mick and Nick met Taylor Steele some twelve 

years ago and have collaborated on three films 

and multiple projects together. Taylor was the 

logical choice to be the creative director as he is 

an award-winning creative and filmmaker. He broke 

new ground at a young age with the release of the 

surf film ‘Momentum’. Over the next two decades, 

he went on to direct and produce over forty 

best-selling films. Beyond traditional film-making, 

Taylor is currently diversifying his creative side by 

directing virtual reality films, augmented reality 

content, producing bands, directing art films for 

the Gagosian gallery / Biennale art festival, and 

shooting photography for Visionaire magazine. 

Taylor was named one of the top 100 creative 

people in 2014 Fast Company magazine.

IF YOU REALLY 

WANT TO KNOW...



In the Oscar Wilde maxim. Moderation is fatal. 

That every single time we drop ink on a notebook or 

open the shutter of our cameras, we can alter, shift and 

smash the prevailing winds of thought and fashion.   

The creative act can overcome anything.

WE BELIEVE.. .

WE BELIEVE.. .

WE BELIEVE.. .



THIS. PROBES THE DRAMATIC POTENTIAL OF 

THE HUMAN SPIRIT. WE USE THE INSPIRATION 

OF REAL-LIFE STORIES TO MAKE PERSUASIVE 

TELEVISION AND CINEMA. THIS. WORKS WITH 

BRANDS, PEOPLE AND PLATFORMS TO MAKE A 

DIFFERENCE, CREATIVELY AND COMMERCIALLY. 





THIS. explores the purpose of the project 

and mixes in the brand’s DNA for an 

elevated outcome. 

OUR PROCESS            





Stories often find a perfect home aligned with a brand partner. Other times, brands seek 

to generate a story which represents who they are. Either way, THIS. aligns brands and 

stories in a synergy of creation and authenticity.

Brand Partner: Rip Curl

Objective: To reinvent the profile of Michael Fanning

The Taylor Steele-directed film, Missing, put world surfing champion Mick Fanning into 

some of the most radical places on earth alongside his good friends John Florence, Jordy 

Smith, Matt Wilkinson and Tom Curren. The project took Mick off the world surf tour, gave 

him a boarding pass with a blank destination and, for 21 days, he travelled with only a 

passport, suitcase and surfboard. The resulting surfing is impulsive and raw. From Africa 

and Ireland to Central America and Spain, the experience became, literally, life changing  

for Mick Fanning. 

Brand Partner: Corona

Objective: To create an authentic immersion of Corona within an on-screen environment, 

but with greater emphasis off-screen.

The result is Proximity, a visceral portrait of modern surfing. The film follows eight of the 

world’s best surfers – four icons of the game and four rising stars – as they search for 

new waves and a deeper understanding in exotic destinations.

Brand Partner: Deus Ex Machina

Objective: To leverage Deus as the authentic, escapism-focussed, youth-culture brand.  

In a time where there are fences around everything, it might be hard, but it’s not impossible 

as this spirited film shows, to find a place free from rules and the dulling thud of 

regulation. Surf movies come and go but the spirit of adventure never dies.

OUR PROCESS                                                   

MISSING                                                             

PROXIMITY                                                        

SOUTH TO SIAN                                                 





At THIS. we find real-life inspirational stories and 

adapt them to full-length feature documentaries 

and recurring TV series. Some stories just need 

to be told.

Feature Documentary

A film about the cultural evolution of the Sydney 

beachside suburb of Maroubra and the social 

struggle faced by its youth – the notorious surf 

gang known as the Bra Boys.

Key Cred: Most Successful Australian 

Documentary (non-imax)

OUR PROCESS                                                   

BRA BOYS                                                          

Television Program (3 seasons, 36 episodes)

The Crew is a documentary series that follows the 

extraordinary lives of three best friends. Each has 

their own personal journey to the top of their field 

yet all are intertwined in a fascinating display of 

friendship, support and adrenalin pumping action.

Key Cred: Sold in over 75 countries

THE CREW                                                         



THIS TIME TOMORROW                                                 

Feature Documentary

Mark Mathews and Richie Vas dream of being the 

best. Both are fearless. They dare each other to 

surf bigger waves, party harder and take greater 

risks which triggers a series of events that threaten 

to derail everything they have worked so hard for.

Key Cred: 2 x AACTA Awards, biggest Australian 

documentary of 2011

FIGHTING FEAR                                                 

Feature Documentary

Two surfers follow a mighty Pacific Ocean swell 

over eight days in an epic attempt to surf the  

same wave twice, 18,000 nautical miles apart.  

An adventure without parallel.   



FIRST LOVE                                                        

Feature Documentary

After their lives were shattered and all the rules 

were broken, follow Barney and Kate Miller’s 

heartfelt journey to redefine what it means to be 

a friend, a partner and a family. A contemporary 

disability story.  

Key Cred: Australian surfing film of the year award 

2017

YOU & ME                                                      

Feature Documentary

First Love takes an in-depth look into the lives of 

three passionate young girls from Phillip Island 

trying to making a career out of surfing. The film 

documents the trials of Nikki van Dijk, India Payne 

and Jess Laing, all the training, the competition 

and the heartbreaking injuries. The girls are 

followed to Hawaii as they surf the heavy waves  

of the North Shore for the first time. 

Key Cred: Multiple Film Awards



THIS. Film Studio founders Mick Lawrence and Nick Cook have long established 

relationships with Red Bull, Corona, Boost Mobile, Nikon, Sanitarium, Thredbo, 

Rip Curl, Accor Hotels, Scoot Airlines, Fox Sports Australia, Village Roadshow,  

Sumo Salad, Deus Ex Machina and Maxum Watches.

We connect brands and stories with an audience that care about key life events, 

moments and experiences driven from inspiration for a positive outcome.

OUR CREATIVE 

PARTNERS            





www.thisfilmstudio.com

99 Macquarie Street

Sydney NSW 2000

+61 (0) 2 9019 6000

Talk to the principals directly:

MICHAEL LAWRENCE   

mick.lawrence@thisfilmstudio.com 

+61 (0) 409 410 730

NICHOLAS COOK   

nick.cook@thisfilmstudio.com

+61 (0) 413 014 660




